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ABSTRACT This paper proposes a theoretical model of photo-controlled quantum capacitors in

double-gated graphene-insulator-graphene (DGGIG) structure for terahertz (THz) frequency and phase
modulations. In the model, the current-voltage characteristics of each segment of the DGGIG structure
are controlled by different gate voltages. Using the different voltages, the DGGIG structure can be used
to either generate plasma oscillation waves or shift phase in the terahertz band. Not only has the DGGIG
structure various electrical properties, but also the optical properties are also excellent. Photoexcitation
alters carrier concentration in DGGIG channel, and thus causes the change of the quantum capacitors.
We propose a photo-controlled quantum capacitor model to quantify this phenomenon. The model shows
that the quantum capacitors and photoexcitation have a sublinear dependence. An example of a device
based on the model is given to describe the application of photo-controlled quantum capacitors in terahertz frequency and phase modulations. The modelled device shows that photoexcitation can change the
frequency and phase of the plasma oscillation waves.
INDEX TERMS Graphene-insulator-graphene, phase modulation, frequency modulation, plasma oscillation

waves, photo-controlled quantum capacitors, terahertz.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, with the increasing usage of high speed Internet
and communication, the bandwidth and capacity requirements are increasing drastically. The industry is targeting
800 Gb/s and 1.6 Tb/s (THz level) links for data centers and considering the replacement of electrical links
by on-board optics [1], [2]. In space, optical carrier
does not require any spectrum licensing and therefore,
is an attractive prospect for high bandwidth and capacity
applications [3]. For on-chip communication, photo control
has many advantages over electrical control, such as response
sensitivity, no parasitic parameters and greatly modulated
frequency [4]. These properties mean optical signals can
achieve higher bandwidth than electrical signals, which are
suitable for THz applications [5], [6]. Thus, it is worthwhile

to research THz communication devices based on optical
carrier.
Graphene plasmon is considered as a candidate for terahertz applications due to its excellent electrical properties
and ultrafast optical response [7], [8]. Structures based on
graphene plasmons is also proposed. The graphene-insulatorgraphene (GIG) structure presents a nonlinear current-voltage
(I-V) characteristic for different gate bias voltages in THz
frequency [9]. When the band diagrams of double graphene
are aligned by applying gate voltages, the GIG structure
shows differential conductance characteristic because of resonating tunneling mechanism [10]. If the band diagrams are
unaligned, the resonating tunneling mechanism of the GIG
structure will reduce and show positive differential conductance (PDC) or negative differential conductance (NDC)
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characteristics. Due to the strong nonlinearity of the multivalued conductivity characteristic near the resonance tunneling region, the GIG structure can be used in NDC
oscillator [11] and amplifier [12]. For application in oscillators, the NDC is used to offset resistance to realize zero
impedance, and the oscillation frequency only depends on
the capacitors and inductance of overall structure [13].
When the GIG structure is biased by appropriate gate voltages, the GIG structure can be equivalent to a transmissionline phase shifter [14]. The transmission-line phase shifter
relies on true time delay between the path length of two
direct transmission lines [15], [16], having the phase shift
ϕ = βL/λ, the imaginary part of complex propagation constant is represented by β, and L is the difference between
the physical length of delay and reference line [17]. The
total phase shift depends on the structural parameters of
the GIG. An arbitrary phase variation may be obtained by
solving the impact of coupled systems [14].
The GIG structure that forms narrow and low energy
barriers for electrons or holes can be effectively used in
optical devices [18]–[21]. The GIG structure has remarkable photonic properties as the graphene can absorb the
energy of photons at least from the visible to the infrared
range. Moreover, the strength of the interband transition
in doped graphene is above 30A/W near 632nm optical
wavelength [22], because doped graphene can generate more
photoelectron-photohole pairs. The quantum capacitors of
graphene are widely used in radio frequency (RF) [23]
and electro-optics fields [24]. Researchers found that the
photon-generated carrier concentration is positively correlated with optical energy [25], and the quantum capacitors
of graphene layer (GL) increased with the increase of carrier
concentration [26], [27]. Thus, the quantum capacitors of the
GIG are related to photoexcitation. If the photoexcitation is
used to modulate the quantum capacitors in the GIG structure, the oscillator and phase shifter mentioned above will be
modulated by photoexcitation to achieve a photo-controlled
device.
This paper presents a model of photo-controlled quantum capacitors in the double-gated graphene-insulatorgraphene (DGGIG) structure for THz frequency modulation
and phase modulation (FM&PM). We propose a photocontrolled quantum capacitor model and establish a model
of photo-controlled device with FM&PM functions. An
active distributional transmission-line model is used to prove
the feasibility of the device [12], [28]. We derive analytical expressions for the effect of photoexcitation on the
plasma oscillation frequency and phase shift. Necessary
conditions and possible THz applications are also discussed. Firstly, we establish a model of photo-controlled
quantum capacitor of graphene, which describes the relationship between photoexcitation and the quantum capacitors
of graphene. Secondly, the distribution parameter model of
DGGIG structure is established. The structure and size of
the device are designed according to the actual situation
to enable the left and right parts of the device to achieve
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impedance matching. Finally, according to the model, the
photo-controlled FM&PM and the impedance matching of
the device are simulated and the results are carried out.

II. MODELING AND PARAMETERS
A. DOUBLE-GATED GIG

Fig. 1(a) illustrates a sketch of the proposed photo-controlled
THz device based on DGGIG structure. The device consists
of a GIG structure and two transparent double gate electrodes with different gate insulators thickness. The two gate
electrodes do not influence each other. The top GL is the
drain and the bottom GL is the source. Two beams of lasers
incident the left and right parts of the device from above.
The two lasers don’t influence each other, and each beam of
laser only illuminates either the left part or right part. We
assume the top and bottom GLs under same illumination,
because the absorption of graphene is only about 2.3%. The
quasi-Fermi levels of GLs are controlled by gate voltages
Vgt1,2 and Vgb1,2 , which are doping potential (E) above
the Dirac point in the top GL and below the Dirac point in
the bottom GL.
The energy-band diagrams for the doped GLs in the device
are shown in Fig. 1(b)-(d) [9]. In the figures, the voltage difference between the source and drain is represented by V DS
and e is the electron charge. As shown in Fig. 1(b), when
the two Dirac points align, i.e., voltage difference between
source and drain (VDS ) = 2E/e, the electrons present at all
energy levels between the quasi-Fermi levels satisfy energy
and momentum conservation [9], and the largest tunneling
current will be obtained. The quasi-Fermi level of GLs in the
left part of the device is shown in Fig. 1(c). As the V DS continues to increase, the current will decrease until it reaches
zero and the DGGIG structure presents NDC characteristic in this condition. The NDC, structure parameters of the
DGGIG, i.e., resistance, inductance and capacitors, can form
an oscillator. The quasi-Fermi level of GLs in the right part
of the device is shown in Fig. 1(d). When the Vgt2 and Vgb2
are the same, the tunneling current will disappear. In this
region, the DGGIG structure presents high resistance properties between the two GLs. According to Pai-Yen Chen’s
theory [14], the DGGIG structure can be used as a phase
shifter. Therefore, the left part of the device can serve as an
oscillator and the right part serves as a phase shifter.
In the DGGIG structure, the V DS mainly affects the Dirac
points of GLs. So, assuming a weak dependence of the Fermi
level in graphene with V DS , the resonant tunneling current
can be achieved by adjusting the gate voltages. This resonant
tunneling current I D as a function of V DS can be represented
as follows [12]:



ke−kt
4.8L1 π n0 vF e2 L2
ID =
√
2h
mdvF
e 2π

 

√
−L2 eVDS − 2h π n0 vF 2
× exp
(1)
4π
vF
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FIGURE 1. (a) Sketch of the photo-controlled terahertz device based on double-gated graphene-insulator-graphene structure. The left part of the device
generates THz plasma oscillation wave, and the right part is used to generate phase shift. The output impedance of the left part is Z out and Z L is the
input impedance of the right part in the device. The quasi-Fermi level of the GLs in DGGIG structure under different doping potential are shown
when (b) eV DS = 2E, (c) eV DS > 2E, and (d) Vgt2 = Vgb2 . The top GL is biased under negative gate voltage and the bottom GL is biased under positive
gate voltage. If the thickness of the insulating layer is small enough and the two Dirac points align, the carriers of graphene will cross the barrier despite
the energy of electron being less than voltage barrier. (e) A I-V characteristic curve of the DGGIG. |Vgt1 -VDirac | = |Vgb1 − VDirac | = 12.3V. In the PDC
region, the current rises with the voltage increase. In the NDC region, the current falls with the voltage increase.

where  is the reduced Planck’s Constant, vF is the Fermi
velocity, n0 is the carrier concentration and it depends on
electric potential difference between the Dirac point (VDirac )
and Vg , which obeys the Fermi distribution, t is the thickness
of the tunneling layer, k is a decay constant for the tunneling
current in the barrier, m is the free electron mass, d is the
normalization constant for the z-component wave function
in graphene [12], and L is the channel length of DGGIG
structure. In our structure, the channel length is corresponding to the gate length. Fig. 1(e) shows a I-V characteristic
curve of the DGGIG. Theoretically, all the NDC region can
be used as a gain medium.
B. PHOTO-CONTROLLED QUANTUM CAPACITORS

Ultrafast photoexcitation can strongly alter the thermodynamic equilibrium of the electronic states in graphene, which
can lead to a series of overlapping rapid processes [25].
Experimental results demonstrate that the graphene can
generate a large number of photocarriers under a strong
enough incident illumination [24]. If the illumination time
lasts longer than the electron-hole pair separation time, the
density of the generated carriers will be stable. The photoexcited electron density in the graphene can be approximated
by [25].
 ∞
dt
1
I(t)A(t)
(2)
np =
ω −∞ τ
A(t) = AE − A
(3)
A = σ0 LG n

(4)

The total laser fluence is given by I(t), A(t) is the optical absorption coefficient of graphene, where AE = 2.3% is
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the absorption coefficient of a single-layer graphene sheet
including the electrostatic doping [29] and A is the nonlinear part [30]. ω is the angular frequency of the incident
laser and τ is the relax time of carriers. c is the speed of light
in free space, V is the volume of graphene, El is the local
electric field, σ0 is the absorption cross section for singlelayer graphene, and LG is the thickness of single graphene
layer, and n is the photon-generated carrier concentration.
From (2), the maximum upper limit of the integral is
obtained as τ . The reason is that if the illumination time
exceeds the relaxation time τ , the photocarriers concentration will not increase. In the following discussion, the
illumination time ti >> τ , which means the illumination is
a steady state process. Therefore, the photoexcited carrier
concentration n will not increase with ti while ti ≥ τ , and
consequently we will obtain a nonlinear relationship given as
ωn ≈ I(t)A(t) [25]. From (3) and (4), We calculate the
A(t) by iterative method under different illumination conditions. When AE = A, the graphene reaches saturation
absorption and the n reaches the maximum.
The quantum capacitors of graphene show a sublinear relationship with carrier concentration, which is due
to the contributions from the interactions of the graphene
with substrate and charged impurities [26]. In addition,
photoexcitation can also alter the carrier concentration of
graphene, which can contribute to the quantum capacitors.
The quantum capacitors per unit area CQ of graphene can
be defined [26], [27]:
CQ =

1
e2
√ (|n0 | + |n|) 2
vF π 3

(5)
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FIGURE 2. (a) Front view of the device with equivalent circuit. (b) The
equivalent AC distribution parameter model of (a) for analysis.

From (5), we can see that the quantum capacitors of the
graphene have an obvious sublinear dependence on the total
carrier concentration |n0 | + |n|. From (2) and (5), these
imply that the relationship among the change of the quantum
capacitors, the photoexcitation and the electric potential of
gates are sublinear.
C. DISTRIBUTED PARAMETER MODEL OF PHOTOCONTROLLED QUANTUM CAPACITORS AND THE ACTIVE
DISTRIBUTIONAL TRANSMISSION-LINE

Under strong gate voltage, the density of electrons in the
graphene becomes larger than the intrinsic state. Meanwhile,
the collision probability of the electrons will increase
in graphene. In this state, the graphene likes a twodimensional electron fluid (2DEF). The 2DEF will generate
a plasma wave when it is externally stimulated. The
plasma wave formed by the change of electron concentration and the propagation speed is much larger than the
movement speed of the electron itself, which means that the
response frequency is higher than the frequency of oscillation due to the electron motion. The graphene channel of
the DGGIG structure behave like a 2DEF. Therefore, an
AC distributed circuit model has been developed to model
the THz-frequency effects in a 2DEF system [4], [31]. This
model is shown in Fig. 2(a), where r1 and r2 are the transverse resistance, l1 and l2 are the transverse inductance, g1
and g2 are the longitudinal tunneling conductance, g3 and
g4 are the gate conductance, c1 and c2 are the gate capacitors, ctunnel = εt /tt is the tunneling junction capacitor. cQ is
the quantum capacitors. The source and drain are connected
via a bias tee to eliminate the influence of AC response at the
source and drain. Using Sensale-Rodriguez’s model [12] and
the previous work of our research [11], the AC distribution
model can be simplified as an active lossy transmissionline shown in Fig. 2(b). It’s worth mentioning that the DC
equivalent model is not included in Fig. 2(a). In fact, the
AC signal is superimposed on the DC signal, which will be
VOLUME 8, 2020

reflected in the transient response. The DC signal has been
defined by Equation (1).
In our model, we ignore the parameters g3 and g4 by
considering g3 to be much smaller than g1 , meanwhile,
g4 to be much smaller than g2 respectively [32], [33].
Subsequently, we can define the parameters of distributed
model as [11], [12]:

(6)
g = dID dVDS

r = 1 (eμ(n0 + n)W)
(7)

l = τ (eμ(n0 + n)W)
(8)

cQ + 2ctunnel cQ
c= 
W
(9)
2 cg + 2ctunnel + cQ
where g is the longitudinal tunneling conductance per unit
area, c is the capacitors per unit length, cg = εg /t represents
the gate capacitors per unit area. μ is the electron mobility
of graphene, r is the resistance per unit length, l is the
inductance per unit length, W is the channel width of DGGIG
structure, and cQ is the quantum capacitors per unit area.
The εg εt and tt represent the dielectric constant of gate
dielectric, the dielectric constant of tunneling insulator and
the thickness of tunneling insulator.
III. OPERATING
MATCHING

CONDITIONS

AND

IMPEDANCE

The modeling process has been analyzed for the THz device
proposed in Section II. In this section, the characteristics of
transmission-line model will be used to analyze the device.
The first thing to note is that the device can only work
in either FM or PM mode. The impedance of the open
transmission line can be expressed as Z = −jZ 0 ctgβL, where
Z 0 is the characteristic impedance and γ = ((r + j l)(g +
j c))0.5 = α+jβ is the complex propagation constant. These
parameters are given below [34]:
g
l
l r
−j
−
c
c 2 l 2 c 
√
g
j r
γ =j
−
lc 1 −
2
l
c

Z0 =

(10)
(11)

where the real part of complex propagation constant is
α = r(c/l)0.5 /2+g(l/c)0.5 /2 and the imaginary part is
β = (lc)0.5 . Applying gL = −r1 cL /l1 and gR = r2 cR /l2 ,
the following equations can be obtained [28]:



l1 r 1
2π L1
(12)
Re{Zout } = −
ctg
cL l1
λ



l2 r 2
2π L2
Re{ZL } =
(13)
ctg
cR l2
λ


l1
Im{Zout } = −
(14)
ctg
l1 c1 L1
cL


l2
Im{ZL } = −
(15)
ctg
l2 c2 L2
cR
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FIGURE 3. (a) The corresponding relation of the plasma oscillation frequency versus the laser power intensity PI1 (t) and single photon energy ω1 . The
channel width of device is 30um and the channel length of the left part of the device is 0.37um. The thickness of insulation layer is 0.3nm. The thickness
of gate dielectric layer is 1.8nm in the left part of the device. The laser power intensity of the laser range is between 0 and 2 W/μm2 . The single photon
energy of the laser range is between 1eV and 2.5eV. (b) Transient output of the oscillator. The illumination wavelength is 1240nm. (c) The spectrum
diagrams of the transient output at different optical intensities. The V DS is 1.054V and |Vgt1 -VDirac | = |Vgb1 − VDirac | = 12.3V.

where λ is the wavelength of the THz plasma wave and
is the angular frequency. The real parts of load and output
impedance are Re {Z L } and Re {Z out }, and Im {Z L } and Im
{Z out } are the imaginary parts of load and output impedance,
respectively. To achieve impedance matching, the following
equation should be satisfied:
Re{Zout } + Im{Zout } = Re{Zout } + Im{ZL }

(16)

Equations (10)-(16) can be solved to obtain the frequency
f of impedance matching point and the variation of phase
shift ϕ at different frequencies as follow:
1
f= √
4 l1 cL L1

l2 cR L2
ϕ =

(17)
(18)

The resonant frequency is given as = 2π f. In our model.
the λ is much greater than the effective size of the device,
we can set up the differential equation of loop current based
on Fig. 2(b) as:
 di

l
+ r + g//ZL
+ i=0
(19)
dt c
dt
where i is loop current. The general solution of (19) is
l

d2 i
2

−[rt +gt //ZL ]t

i = Ie

cos( t + ϕ)

(20)

As the output impedance of the left part of the device
matches the input impedance of the right part of the device,
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the parameters r + g//ZL ≈ α is obtained. It is straightforward to find that the output current is a plasma oscillation
wave and its frequency is . In order to ensure that
the amplitude of the oscillation keeps increasing, α = 0
must be satisfied. The load will be a part of the feedback loop. Meanwhile, if we want the oscillation to be
stable, the conditions Re{Zout } + Re{ZL } ≤ 0 and Im
{Zout } + Im {ZL } = 0 should be satisfied [11]. When
Re{Zout } + Re{ZL } < 0, the oscillator will produce an
amplifying oscillation. However, due to saturation oscillation, the oscillation will be stable finally. The right part of
the device should be biased in the PDC or no tunneling
current region, because the NDC will destabilize the phase
shifter (generate oscillation like the left part). There is a large
DC loss in PDC region because the tunneling current. So,
the phase shifter should be biased in the no tunneling current
region. It’s worth mentioning that working in the no tunneling current region will cause slight impedance mismatch.
However, the loss is acceptable due to the small resistance
of the biased graphene. We will discuss it in the next section.

IV. FREQUENCY MODULATION AND PHASE MODULATION
SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS

We can obtain the relationship between the plasma oscillation
frequency f and incident illumination parameter by substituting (2), (5), (8), (9), into (17), which gives the following
VOLUME 8, 2020
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FIGURE 4. (a) The corresponding relation of the ϕ versus the laser power intensity PI2 (t) and single photon energy ω2 . The channel width of device is
30um. The channel length of the right part of the device is 37.5um. The thickness of insulation layer is 0.3nm. The thickness of gate dielectric layer is
3.5nm. the parameters of the left part of the device are same with the parameters in Fig. 3. (b) The outputs of phase shifter under illumination and
without illumination. The laser intensities are 0 ,0.2 W/μm2 and 2.97 W/μm2 . (c) The curves of the phase difference between input and output ports
in (b). The V DS is 1.054V, |Vgt1 -VDirac | = |Vgb1 − VDirac | = 12.3V and Vgt2 = Vgb2 = 16.2V.

equation:
f = f(cQ , l1 ) = f(cQ (n), l1 (n)) = f (I1 , hω1 )

(21)

In the left part of the device, we use (21) to carry out
simulations and show the behavior of the plasma oscillation frequency versus the total laser fluence I 1 (t) and single
photon energy Žω1 . In order to maintain a constant photocontrolled oscillation frequency, the photogenerated carrier
lifetime of the graphene needs to be considered. Due to the
generation and dissipation time of the carriers in graphene
is much less than the period of output signal, we ignore
the time of generation and dissipation of the photogenerated
carriers and assume that it is an ideal process. The laser
power intensity (PI) required for the oscillator to maintain stable oscillation can be expressed as PI = I/τ . The
plasma oscillation frequency versus the laser power intensity PI and single photon energy ω1 as shown in Fig. 3(a).
In the figure, the channel length of device is 0.37um. When
the channel length of device scales down to nanometer
level, its intrinsic oscillation frequency can reach dozens
THz. The oscillation frequency increases with the increase
of the laser power intensity and with the decrease of the
single photon energy. However, as the optical absorption of
graphene decreases with the increase of the photon-generated
carriers, the frequency will not change significantly when
the absorption reaches saturation. Normally, as the harmonics of power decrease with the increase of frequency, the
power of the higher harmonics is lower than the fundamental harmonic [18]. Here, we only analyze the fundamental
VOLUME 8, 2020

harmonic. In our model, the operating frequency is about
2.06THz.
Fig. 3(b) shows the transient output of the device under
different laser power intensity. These energies are 0W/μm2 ,
i.e., without illumination, 0.2W/μm2 and 1.97W/μm2 , corresponding green, blue and red curves, and point a, point
b and point c represent the oscillation frequency of each
curve respectively. The low laser power intensity can prevent
saturated absorption in graphene. In this figure, the output
swing is about 46mV. Fig. 3(c) shows the spectrum diagrams
of the transient output at different laser power intensity,
where the illumination wavelength is 1240nm. The modulation coefficient (mf ) of the oscillator is positively correlated
with the laser power intensity, mf =f /fm, where f is the
frequency deviation, fm is the signal bandwidth. According
to the Fig. 3(c), we can calculate the mf is approximately
0.31 at 2.06THz. This coefficient is small compared with the
traditional FM wave, where the modulation coefficient is 1 to
5 at 100MHz. However, because the operating frequency of
the device is THz, the actual adjustable band range is much
wider than the traditional FM wave.
We simulated the relationship between the illumination
and oscillation frequency. The results show the oscillation
frequency is continuously adjustable by photoexcitation. This
linear FM can be used for radar, sonar and doppler effect. In
addition, the device also can be used in digital FM system.
The theoretical acceptable minimum signal frequency, for our
device, is 0.2THz, which is higher than the rate of electrical
modulation.
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FIGURE 5. The curves of (a) transmission coefficients and (b) magnitude of reflection between input and output ports. The sketching of the input
reflection coefficient versus frequency between 1.5 and 2.5 THz without illumination in (c) and with 2.97 W/μm2 in (d). The simulation environment is
the same as in Fig. 4(b).

Based on the analysis carried out, it can be assumed that
the left part of device shown in the Fig. 1(a) is a stable
THz plasma wave source with photo-controlled FM function. Next, we analyze the effect of the laser on the right
side of the device. The right side of the device is also equivalent to a transmission line model. We adjust the gate voltage
Vgt2 , Vgb2 and insulation thickness for changing the carrier concentration of the graphene and the gate capacitors
to achieve impedance matching, by which the insertion and
return losses can be decreased [14].We fix the length of
device and control the β by the laser power intensity PI2 (t)
and single photon energy ω2 to transform the phase shift
as ϕ = βL/λ. We can obtain the relationship between
the ϕ and incident illumination parameter by substituting (2), (5), (8), (9) into (18). the ϕ can be redefined as
follows:

ϕ =
=
496

L2
ϕ(cQ , l2 )
λ
L2
ϕ(I2 , hω2 ) −
λ

L2
ϕ(0, 0)
λ

(22)

Similarly, the time of illumination is much larger than the
relaxation time of photon-generated carriers in the right part,
so the photon-generated carriers also can be seen as a steady
value. Fig. 4(a) shows the ϕ versus PI2 (t) and ω2 at the
operating frequency f = 2.06THz. Under illumination, the
value of ϕ compared to no illumination can be achieved
more than −180◦ . A larger ϕ may be obtained by solving
the coupling of system at the design frequency [35]. In the
same way, the phase shift will not change when the absorption reaches saturation. Fig. 4(b) shows the transient output
of the phase shifter with 0, 0.2W/μm2 and 2.97 W/μm2
at the operating frequency f = 2.06THz. Fig. 4(c) shows
the phase relationship of curve in Fig. 4(b). The phase of
the output between 2.97 W/μm2 and without illumination
is opposite. When the laser power intensity is 0.2 W/μm2 ,
the phase of the output is 90◦ . The analysis and simulation
are consistent. Due to the loss, the amplitude of output is
slightly different.
For a two-port network, the S-parameters are given by [34]
S11 = S22 =

ξ sinh(γ L2 ) − ξ −1 sinh(γ L2 )
(23)
2cosh(γ L2 ) + sinh(γ L2 )(ξ + ξ −1 )
VOLUME 8, 2020
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TABLE 1. List of device parameters.
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